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                                                                          Annex I 
 
 

MINUTES OF THE CALRE STANDING COMMITTEE MEETING 
June 24th 2011- Santiago de Compostela 

 
 
On June 24th 2011, CALRE Standing Committee met in Santiago de Compostela, in the Parliament 
of Galicia, in order to discuss the following  
 

Operative agenda: 
1) Approval of the minutes of the Standing Committee held in Brussels on February 23rd 2011 
2) Report on the CALRE President’s activities  
3) President Pagano’s proposal on Institution Building activities 
4) Proposal of amendment of art.12 of CALRE Rules 
5) Workshop CALRE to be held in Pescara on July 21st, 22nd and 23rd – Presentation of the 

programme 
6) Remarks on the next CALRE Presidency 
7) Declaration of L’Aquila 2011: suggestions and remarks of the Presidents of the Assemblies 
8) Speeches of the coordinators of the working groups  
9) Proposal of the President of the Chamber of Regions, Hervig Van Staa, about the 

integration/implementation of the CALRE-Council of Europe agreement. In particular, 
proposal about the self-evaluation of Regional Parliaments. 

10) Proposal of Davide Boni, President of the Conference of Italian regional legislative 
Assemblies’ Presidents, on the creation of a coordinating committee of EU Affairs 
Commissions of EU Regional Parliaments. 

 
Participants: 

  
- CALRE President, Nazario Pagano; 
- For Spain, Pilar Rojo Noguera, President of the legislative Assembly of Galicia;  
- For Germany, Willi Stächele, President of the legislative Assembly of Baden-Württemberg; 
- For Belgium, Jan Peumans, President of the Flemish Parliament; 
- For the United Kingdom, Rosemary Butler, President of Wales legislative Assembly;  
- For Austria, Hans Penz, President of the Legislative Assembly of Lower Austria; 
- For Italy, Clodovaldo Ruffato, President of Veneto Regional Council, delegated by Davide 

Boni, President of Lombardy Regional Council and Coordinator of the Conference of Italian 
Regions and Autonomous Provinces’ Presidents.  

- For the working group on financial federalism, Clodovaldo Ruffato, President of Veneto 
Regional Council. 
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Calre Secretary General, Ms. Giovanna Colagnelo, attends the meeting. 
 
The meeting begins at 09:30 a.m. 
 
 
                                                          Pilar Rojo Noguera, President of Galician Legislative 
Assembly delivers a brief welcome address and informs the Committee that ten new Presidents 
have been elected in Spain after the last regional elections. The new elected Presidents will have the 
opportunity to meet in order to decide their commitment with CALRE, considering the relevance of 
the legislative assemblies and the role of CALRE as connecting and communication link among 
them.  
 
     President Pagano gives a welcome speech and thanks the 
participants, expressing his intention to strengthen friendly and cooperative relations in order to 
achieve relevant results. Pagano underlines how important the decision to organize the CALRE 
Standing Committee in Santiago de Compostela has been, since an annex of the Declaration of 
Trento established CALRE support to the celebrations of Saint James’ Holy Year and Santiago 
Pilgrim Tour, both relevant events of European history.  He confirms that the times we are living 
are really important for Regional Parliaments, as they represent communities of citizens willing to 
be more present in Europe. Pagano opens the works and communicates that the coordinator of the 
Conference of Italian Regions and Autonomous Provinces’ Presidents, Davide Boni, has delegated 
Clodovaldo Ruffato, President of Veneto Regional Council, on his behalf in the Standing 
committee.  
 
 
     Point 1 of the operative Agenda: Approval of the minutes 
of the Standing Committee held in Brussels on February 23rd 2011.   
 
     Following art. 10 of CALRE rules, the Presidency delivers the 
minutes of the Standing Committee held in Brussels on February 23rd 2011. As there are no 
remarks, the minutes are approved.  
 
     Point 2 of the operative agenda: report on CALRE 
President’s activities.  

 
     President Pagano reports his participation in the fifth 
Conference for Subsidiarity, held in Bilbao and organized by the Committee of the Regions and the 
Basques Institutions. The Conference was a good opportunity to deepen the theme of verifying 
European Institutions’ respect of the principle of subsidiarity, really important for national and 
regional parliamentary institutions.  The tools that the annex of the Lisbon Treaty recognizes to 
national parliaments in checking the respect of the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality 
show the European intention to strengthen the participation of Legislative Assemblies in European 
decision- making processes.  
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Moreover, this strategy aiming at improving democracy is even richer: in fact, should a proposal of 
European legislative act on issues of Regional competency be discussed, national Parliaments can 
involve regional Assemblies in the early warning procedure. 
Besides, the different reactions of Regional Assemblies depend on how deeply national Parliaments 
cut them in on the early warning procedure.  
In this regard, Pagano observes that during the Conference for Subsidiarity, he underlined the role 
that CALRE could play in underpinning the role recognized to Regional legislative Assemblies, by 
concentrating its efforts in spreading a “culture of subsidiarity” among Regional Assemblies and, 
therefore, among their deputies; then, this work of awareness-raising could be carried on, by 
following two paths:  
- The path of the relations between the Regional Assemblies and national Parliaments within 

each Member state;   
- Raising regional Assemblies’ awareness on the tools that the Committee of the Regions and 

particularly its network of subsidiarity put at their disposal.  
 

Then, Mr. Pagano recalls that on March 23rd 2011, he took part to the 20th Session of the Congress 
of Regional and local authorities of the Council of Europe in Strasbourg and that his speech focused 
the theme of cooperation between the Congress and European regional associations. He underlined 
that the cooperation with these realities represents a traditional guideline for CALRE action, also 
for 2011. In fact, on February 23rd 2011, CALRE has signed a cooperation agreement with RegLeg 
aiming at furthering the cooperation to strengthen the role of Regions with legislative power in the 
European Union.  
With regards to the theme of cooperation between the CALRE and the Congress of regional and 
local authorities, Pagano recalls his commitment in implementing the agreement signed by 2010 
CALRE Presidency with the Congress. 
Particularly, he engaged in exchanging information of common interest and in inviting a 
representative of the Congress to the CALRE workshop taking place in Pescara on July and to the 
Plenary Session being held in L’Aquila on November 18th, 19th and 20th. 
Moreover, President Pagano remembers pointed out two relevant points of the agreement signed 
with the Congress:  
- The promotion of European Regions’ participation in European and national legislative 

processes;  
- The promotion of the institutional model of Regional legislative Assemblies in projects of 

Institution building.  
As far as the first point is concerned, Pagano informs that during the workshop being held in 
Pescara, CALRE will sign an important agreement with the Committee of the Regions, which 
CALRE Standing Committee has already approved during the session held in February. The 
agreement will sustain and facilitate Regional Parliaments’ involvement in the early warning system 
procedure. It will encourage the use of subsidiarity and proportionality scheme supplied by the 
Committee of the Regions in order to work its analysis on subsidiarity out.  
With regards to the second point, he recalls how he has already shown CALRE availability to take 
part in institution building projects of the Congress, counting on the support of its working group 
dedicated to “Regional institutional models” and coordinated by the Tuscany Regional Council 
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President, Alberto Monaci 
Then, the President underlines that on May 27th, he took part in the workshop held in Venice, 
organized by the CALRE working group dedicated to financial federalism. It’s absolutely an active 
working group which represents most of the member States, whose Regions belong to CALRE. 
Moreover, it’s really an important group during this period of economic downturn that Regions 
cannot but handle proactively. Pagano underlines that on that occasion he highlighted how financial 
federalism is a necessary tool to build and strengthen the Europe of Regions. Another relevant issue 
stemming from this meeting was the necessity to collect data sent directly by European regions, in 
order to give the European Commission a general outline in programming economic and budgetary 
policies.  
President Pagano remembers his participation to the meeting of the working group dedicated to 
“Regional Institutional models”, held in Florence on June 15th and coordinated by the President of 
Tuscany Regional Council, Alberto Monaci. During this meeting, a project concerning the relations 
between legislative assemblies and governmental bodies, the citizens’ participation in the decision 
making processes and the transparency of the institutional activities was discussed. Moreover, 
during the meeting, other hypothesis of cooperation with countries and new democracies committed 
in building regional governments were made.  
Then Pagano reports his participation to the working lunch held on June 16th in Brussels with the 
President of the European Commission, Barroso, the President of Committee of the Regions, Ms. 
Bresso, the President of Eurocities, the President of the Conference of the peripheral and maritime 
regions, Mr. Le Drian, the President of the Association of European border regions, Mr. Lambertz, 
the President of European Regions (AER), Ms. Sabban, the President of the Conference of the 
Regions with legislative power (REGLEG), Mr. Vanraes and the President of European Regions and 
municipalities. During the meeting, the representatives of local authorities agreed on presenting 
Barroso the following topics:  
- The involvement of Regions and local bodies in working EU 2020 strategy out; 
- The necessity to keep a sufficient part of the European budget, if necessary based on new 

resources, for the cohesion policy;  
- The development of new projects and stronger European policies, particularly with regards to 

the current political situation outside but near the EU.  
Being the President of CALRE, Pagano underlined the need for stronger participation and 
involvement of Regions, particularly those with legislative power, to the initial phase of European 
policies. He remembers the position of the European Parliament of June 8th, which solicited the 
Commission to introduce an “intermediate category” of Regions in programming European 
structural funds. Those category gathers all those Regions whose GDP is comprised between 75% 
and 90% of the average European GDP. It’s a necessary measure to guarantee the overall 
development of the European Union. Moreover, most of the CALRE regions fall within this 
category. Finally, given the interest shared by many Spanish, Italian and Portuguese Regions in 
handling the illegal immigration from North Africa, he solicited the Commission to recognize a 
“shared European border” of which all the European countries have to be responsible and to keep 
on the dialogue with north African countries on migration, mobility and security. The common 
document of the representative of Regional association has been forwarded to all the CALRE 
Presidents.  
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In conclusion, even though he could not participate, President Pagano recalls the meeting held on 
June 20th 2011 in Vitoria-Gasteiz and dedicated to the theme of “e-democracy”, organized by the 
President of the Basque Parliament, Arantza Quiroga Cia, coordinator of the working group.  
 
                                                            Point 3 of the operative agenda: President Pagano’s 
proposal on institution building activities  

With regards to the third point of the operative agenda, 
President Pagano recalls his commitment in promoting and developing institution building 
activities, aiming at strengthening the role of regions in Europe. He underlines how a region can be 
considered democratically strong when its organization includes an elected Assembly which is 
nearer to the community’s needs and requests and able to transmit them to the executive bodies 
more effectively.  
The lack of a Regional elected Assemby can pave the way to a democratic “gap”: in fact, the lack of 
an intermediate institution between the regional community and those who manage it can weaken 
the political opinions and the requests of the population in front of national Governments.  
Considered that not all the European Regions have a representative body, it would be necessary to 
undertake a dialogue with them in order to build an effective regional democracy and to strengthen 
their democratic structure.  
In September 2010, the agreement signed by the CALRE and the Congress of regional and local 
authorities of the Council of Europe recognized the “promotion of the institutional model of the 
Regions with legislative power in identifying institutional projects” as a priority.  
In this framework the project “Adopt a Region” has been thought. It aims at spreading the model of 
Regional assemblies with legislative powers to those Regions with a different organization. It’s a 
project that President Pagano has submitted to Herwig Van Staa, President of the Chamber of 
Regions of the Congress of regional and local authorities, on the occasion of the 20th session of the 
congress.  
President Van Staa considered the project interesting. That’s why Mr. Pagano has prepared a 
proposal of operative agenda of CALRE Standing committee on this issue. Should it be approved, a 
project will be submitted to the Plenary Session taking place in L’Aquila.  
 
 
   The President of the Galician Parliament, Pilar Rojo Noguera, 
agrees with the project, but asks which modalities it will follow: roundtables, exchange of 
experiences or more consolidated tools. She is contrary to activate stable tools that could entail 
financial expenses. 
 
   Pagano underlines that at the moment the project is still an 
idea and that its operative modalities can be discussed. He believes that the project cannot entail 
financial expenses and proposes, for example, some exchanges aiming at spreading an institutional 
model which can give CALRE more relevance.   
 
   Hans Penz, President of the legislative Assembly of lower 
Austria, agreed with the project and thanks Mr. Pagano for his commitment aiming at shedding the 
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light on CALRE activities and promoting its achievements in Europe. He believes that the themes 
discussed are really important for the countries represented within the Committee: immigration, 
cohesion policy and subsidiarity. He recognizes that the political class is not aware of the relevance 
of such themes and considers strengthening CALRE countries’ role in Europe necessary. He is 
contrary to use stable tools for the project “Adopt a Region” and suggests periodical meeting with 
other regional realities in order to exchange experiences, to deal with economic perspectives and 
identify common interest.  
 
   President Pagano thanks the speakers and hopes to be able to 
do his best for CALRE.  
 
   Willi Stächele, President of the legislative Assembly of Baden 
Baden-Württemberg, thanks President Pagano and all the participants of the meeting in Galicia, and 
brings Peter Straub salutations. He recalls to be born in a village at the border with France and that 
he has always supported federalism. He remembers his experience as Mayor and Minister and he is 
pleased to be currently involved in European issues. He underlines how his Region has constant 
contacts with Strasbourg and that the same contact has to be created with Brussels. He affirms that 
the current economic downturn shows different landscapes and recalls how, in the past, citizens 
believed firmly in politics. He suggests that implementing the principle of subsidiarity is necessary 
to give them hope again. In the last months, Regions have shown that they can be innovative. Some 
countries, such as Croatia and Turkey, want to take part to the initiative.  
 
   Pagano thanks President Staechele and expresses his 
satisfaction for his position. He believes that the support of German Parliaments is necessary for the 
future of CALRE.   
 
   Rosemary Butler, President of the legislative Assembly of 
Wales, congratulates herself for President Pagano’s commitment. She recognizes and appreciates 
how the working groups are working and she agrees with the initiative in order to spread the 
principle of federalism. She underlines how her Region has had contacts with Bulgaria and how it’s 
very simple to identify operational modalities, even having a simple budget at disposal.   
 
   Clodovaldo Ruffato, President of Veneto Regional Council, 
thanks Galicia for his hospitality and informs the Committee on the existence of a European fund 
(PHARE) that could be used to finance twinning projects and allow new Regions to undertake the 
path for growth. He agrees with the project.   
 
    President Pagano takes cognizance of his proposal. 
 
   Jan Peumans, President of the Flemish Parliament, thanks 
Galicia for its hospitality and expresses his satisfaction for the work done by President Pagano for 
CALRE. He underlines that the cooperation with the working group “e-democracy” and with 
President Ruffato. He believes that the idea of spreading the model of Regional legislative 
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Assemblies is interesting and hopes that CALRE will keep on maintaining good relations with other 
countries in order to strengthen the role of regions in Europe.  
 
   Pagano is pleased by the unanimity expressed towards the 
project and confirms that the operational modalities can be discussed, taking into account the 
hypothesis expressed by President Ruffato as well.   
 
   The point is unanimously approved. Pagano asks suggestions 
for the operational modalities necessary for the above-mentioned project to be carried on.  
 
     Point 4 of the operative agenda: proposal of amendment of 
art. 12 of CALRE rules.   
     President Pagano recalls that during the last standing 
committee meeting, the question related to the replacement of the CALRE Vice President was 
discussed, since Vice President Kessler ended his mandate of President of the Legislative Assembly 
of Trento Province.  
On that occasion, the standing committee chose the option of replacing its Vice President whose 
mandate ended, with the president elected after him in his Regional Assembly. The CALRE Plenary 
session will vote an amendment of art. 11 of CALRE rules, following the interpretation voted by the 
standing committee in Brussels.  
President Pagano submits the question, now related to art. 12 of CALRE rules, concerning the 
composition of the standing committee which, according to the first paragraph, is composed of the 
CALRE President, the Vice-President, one President of Regional Legislative Assembly per State, a 
delegation per state and the Coordinators of the working groups. 
The reference to “a delegation per member State” is but a repetition of a President of Regional 
legislative assembly per State. This generates confusion among who has the right to vote within the 
Standing Committee.  
For this reason, President Pagano and his staff believe it’s necessary to propose its suppression with 
an amendment to present at the Plenary Session. 
During the Standing Committee held in Brussels last February, the necessity to envisage the proxy 
for the President of the Legislative Assembly unable to take part in one or more meetings of the 
Standing Committee raised. President Pagano believes that the proxy can be given only to Regional 
deputies, and so he proposes to clarify that the President unable to take part in one or more meeting 
can give the proxy only to an elected deputy belonging to his same Regional legislative Assembly 
or to a Regional legislative Assembly of the State he comes from, which is the practice followed up 
to now.  
Therefore, Mr. Pagano reads the proposal of amendment as follows. 
In the Paragraph 1 of art.12 of CALRE rules, the words “one President per state” are replaced by 
the words “one President per State o a delegate of his, member of his same legislative Assembly or 
President of another legislative Assembly of the Member State” and the words “a delegation per 
member state” are suppressed». 
Alternatively, the President proposes to remove the reference to “the President of another legislative 
Assembly” of the State the delegating President belongs to, underlining how the President unable to 
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participate can delegate an elected member of the Legislative Assemblies of his State, whether he is 
a President or not. 
Finally, recalling that amendments are presented and approved on the occasion of the Plenary 
Session, he submits the issue to a preliminary approval. 
 
     Clodovaldo Ruffato, President of Veneto Regional Council, 
proposes that the proxy can be given to a member of the “Bureau of the Presidency”.  
 
     President Pagano underlines that not all the Assemblies have 
a “Bureau of the Presidency”.  
     Pilar Rojo Noguera, President of Galicia Legislative 
Assembly, agrees with President Pagano, referring that, shouldn’t the Spanish President be present, 
Spain can be represented by another President. She believes that it would be easier to let countries 
decide who has to be delegated and agrees with the proposal to suppress the words “a delegation per 
member state”.  
     Hans Penz, President of the Legislative Assembly of Lower 
Austria, agrees with the Galician President, because for Austria only a President can be delegated in 
order to take part in CALRE meetings. He agrees with the suppression of the words “a delegation 
per member State”.  
 
     Rosemary Butler observes how, in the past, she was delegated 
even though she was not a President. For Great Britain, it would be difficult to delegate the 
President of another Region.  
 
     Pilar Rojo Noguera believes that it is necessary to avoid 
contradictions, and present a replacement of paragraph 1 of art. 12 of CALRE rules, as follows: “ 
the Standing Committee is composed of the President of the Conference, the Vice President, and a 
President per member state, and the coordinators of the working groups”. 
  
     Mr. Pagano underlines that recognizing the possibility to 
delegate a colleague, even though he is not a President, would take into account those countries 
where there are few regions with legislative power. Seeing the unanimity expressed for the 
suppression of the words “a delegation per member state”, he proposes to postpone the decision to 
the Plenary Session in L’Aquila.  
     Hans Penz asks a written proposal 
 
     Pagano states that he is available to send all the proposals by 
e-mail.  
 
     Willi Stächele, President of Baden Württemberg legislative 
assembly, is contrary to the second hypothesis since in Germany there is a sufficient number of 
Presidents who can be delegated. 
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     Because of the unanimity on this issue, Pagano proposes to 
keep the part of the amendment suppressing the words “a delegation per state” and to let the Plenary 
Session in L’Aquila decide on the different options of proxy.  
 
     This is confirmed. 
 
The meeting is suspended at 11:00 for a short coffee break.  
Works start again at 11:30.  
 
     Point 5 of the operative agenda: Workshop Pescara 21-22-
23 luglio 2011 – Communication about the programme 
 
      
                                                    Pagano underlines that it’s the first time that an event like the one 
organized in Pescara will take place in the framework of Calre, in order to define Regional projects 
and carry on regional initiatives and ensure a better future for their citizens.  
Pescara will host a workshop dedicated to the dynamics of European regionalism. It will represent 
an important occasion to gather all the actors of European regionalism and compare their 
experiences. The European Associations, the council of Europe and the President of the Committee 
of the Regions will participate. 
It will be a useful opportunity to think about the way Regions can tread the path of an effective 
participation in the decision-making processes, strengthening regional democracy, both within and 
outside European borders.  
Pagano underlines that, given the recent migratory flow from North Africa after the dramatic events 
in Maghreb, he has organised a roundtable aiming at analysing the phenomenon and the possible 
scenarios it could open in the Mediterranean area and in cross-border regions. Together with the 
Presidents of those Italian, Spanish and Portuguese regions dealing with the phenomenon of illegal 
immigration, some members of the European Commission, the UN High Commission for refugees 
and the Italian Government will participate.   
He observes how other two specific sessions on the state of arts of CALRE working group activities 
and the development dynamics of CALRE regions will be organized in order to enhance new forms 
of inter-regional cooperation.  
During the afternoon of July 23rd, the social-economic data of the Regions, which are members of 
CALRE, will be presented in order to highlight differences and similarities among different regional 
realities more clearly. These data can represent the basis for future programs of cooperation among 
two or more regional legislative assemblies. In conclusion, Pagano invites the Presidents to solicit 
the other Regions to send and fill in the social-economic form.  
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     Point 6 of the operative agenda: Remarks on the next 
CALRE Presidency. 
     President Pagano invites the participants to think about the 
future of CALRE and his successor. He would like one of the members of the Standing Committee 
to be the next President, so that the activities of the Standing Committee could continue. Then he 
invites the members of the Committee to solicit the Regional Assemblies of their countries to think 
about a new Presidency, so that in September, during the next Standing Committee in Tenerife, a 
successor could already be identified.   
 
     Hans Penz, President of the legislative Assembly of lower 
Austria, observes how difficult finding a successor of the current President will be, since his 
mandate has achieved excellent results. In his opinion, Spain could be the candidate for the next 
Presidency and carry on the work undertaken by President Pagano. Penz proposes his candidacy for 
2015.   
 
     Pilar Rojo Noguera thanks Penz, but she is convinced that 
there are President with more experience than her. In Spain, there are new Presidents with whom a 
dialogue is necessary, in order to know their proposals.  
 
     Willi Stächele affirms his availability to sustain the candidacy 
of President Noguera and is firmly convinced that his German colleagues will agree with him.   
 
     Jan Peumans, President of the Flemish Parliament, announces 
that there will be no candidates from Belgium for the next Presidency.   
 
     President Pagano observes how the proposals suggested are 
about a German or a Spanish candidacy. He hopes a strong candidate will be identified on the 
occasion of the next meeting in Santa Cruz de Tenerife.   
 
     Point 7 operative agenda: Declaration of L’Aquila 2011 – 
Proposals and remarks of the Presidents of the Assemblies.  
 
     President Pagano recalls that the Plenary Session will take 
place in L’Aquila on November 18th, 19th and 20th. He believes it is necessary to open a common 
reflection about the themes that could be presented in the declaration. He invites the participants to 
send their proposals, in order to discuss them together on the occasion of the next CALRE Standing 
Committee being held in the Canary Islands, during which a first draft version of the contents of the 
declaration could be worked out.  
 
     Point 8 of the operative agenda: Remarks of the 
coordinators of the working group.  
 
     Pagano invites President Clodovaldo Ruffato to speak in order 
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to illustrate the activities of the working group on financial federalism.  
 
     President Ruffato believes that the European Union is not 
able to establish a relation between national cohesion policies and European ones, since it doesn’t 
possess regional data. For that reason, the creation of a European database of regional budgets, 
proposed by the working group on financial federalism, is definitely important under a political 
point of view. The European Commission is going to collect the data, asking them directly to the 
Regions. He believes the proposal of his working group, shared by the representative of the 
Commission participating to its activities and related to a cooperation between the CALRE and the 
European Commission would be excellent and will achieve concrete results. Ruffato illustrates the 
working group commitment, as follows:  
- CALRE will get in touch with the President of EU Regional Affairs’ Commission of the 

European Parliament, in order to underline the political meaning and the importance of knowing 
regional surveys on public budgets for each member state of the European Union, so that they 
can be forwarded to the European Commission. In this way National and European cohesion 
policies can get more consistent. 

- CALRE supports the proposal of the European Commission aiming at collection regional 
data.  

In these regard, Ruffato underlines that the Commission for Regional development of the European 
Parliament has approved an opinion on the proposal of revision of SEC95, which actually reflects 
CALRE perspective. The above-mentioned opinion invites the competent Commission ECON to 
issue a series of amendments concerning the transmission of regional data, sustaining the necessity 
to keep European surveys up to date to the current framework, characterized by a decentralization 
of the public expenditure.  
Ruffato invites Presidents to send further proposals by the next CALRE Plenary Assembly. They 
will be evaluated and verified, so that some preliminary results and a more organic work-schedule 
could be presented during the Assembly.  
The aim of this project is doubtless ambitious, but it is necessary to keep in mind the financial 
federalism is not an option, but a necessity, a urgency, an obligatory path to tread in order to 
provide the Europe of Regions with political weight.  
 
 President Pagano thanks Ruffato for the commitment he and 
the other Presidents have shown and announces that on the occasion of the workshop being held in 
Pescara, the Adviser of the Director General of the European Commission DG for Regional Policy, 
David Sweet, will participate.  
 
     Point 9 of the operative agenda: Proposal of the President 
of the Chamber of Regions, Hervig Van Staa, about the integration/implementation of the 
CALRE-Council of Europe agreement, and inparticular proposal about the self-evaluation of 
Regional Parliaments 
 
     President Pagano informs the Committee that his team has 
prepared a self-assessment toolkit of Regional Assemblies. He invites the Presidents to show their 
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remarks. This toolkit is based on the model and the guidelines provided by the Inter-parliamentary 
Union in the self-assessment toolkit of national parliaments and is adapted to regional specificity. It 
could be a useful tool to underpin regional democracy and the institutional role of Regions in the 
European Union.   
The self-evaluation will be conducted by submitting the Regional legislative Assemblies a series of 
questions, concerning them and their work. The questions are grouped into six “evaluation fields”, 
i.e: 

- Representativeness of the regional legislative Assembly; 
- Oversight of regional legislative Assemblies over the executive;  
- Regional legislative assembly’s legislative capacity;  
- The transparency and accessibility of the Regional legislative assembly;  
- Accountability of the Regional legislative assembly;  
- Involvement of the Regional legislative assembly in international and European politics  

 
Pagano observes how each legislative Assembly will be invited to undertake a self-evaluation path 
in order to analyse their work, their nature and their modus operandi. The results of the process 
should be clear and should be gathered into a final report, containing a synthesis of the discussion 
and a series of suggestions. This analysis should lead to a shared awareness of the results achieved 
and the challenges to meet in the future, in order to favour a stronger and a more effective regional 
democracy.  
 
 Hans Penz, President of the legislative Assembly of Lower 
Austria, states that this monitoring activity makes sense only if all the legislative assemblies take 
part in this initiative. Given the good cooperation with the Council of Europe, this institution could 
represent an impartial subject that could be in charge of drafting the final report.  
 
 Presidente Pagano invites the Presidents to deepen the 
question and defer the decision to the next Standing Committee.  
 
 Point 10 of the operative agenda: Proposal of Davide Boni, 
President of the Conference of Italian regional legislative Assemblies’ Presidents, on the 
creation of a coordination of EU Regional Parliaments’ EU Affairs Commissions. 
 
     President Pagano submits the Committee the proposal 
presented by Davide Boni, President of the Conference of Italian regional legislative assemblies. 
This proposal aims at raising the awareness of the Presidents of Regional Parliaments on the need to 
create a Coordination of the Presidents of Parliamentary EU Affair Commissions, along the lines of 
Italian experience. President Pagano invites President Ruffato, delegated by President Boni, to 
illustrate the initiative.  
 
     Clodovaldo Ruffato, President of Veneto Regional Council, 
informs the Committee that the Conference gathering Italian Regional and Autonomous Provinces’ 
legislative Assemblies has established a steering committee of the Presidents of Parliamentary EU 
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Affairs Commission, that has already met in order to evaluate some issues of common interest and 
achieve shared goals. This steering committee has been created along the lines of COSAC, the 
Conference of the Presidents of national parliaments’ EU Affairs commissions, instituted in Madrid 
in 1989 and recognized by the Amsterdam Treaty and the annex of the Lisbon Treaty dedicated to 
national parliaments.   
The bodies responsible of European affairs within regional parliaments should have a meeting place 
to meet and cooperate in order to harmonize their position concerning the principle of subsidiarity 
and the guidelines of the EU legislation at regional level. The proposal highlights the role the 
Committee of the Region could play, in providing an institutional framework and technical and 
political support.  
 
     President Pagano recalls that the proposal favours Regional 
parliaments.  
 
     Pilar Rojo Noguera agrees with strengthening the cooperation 
among legislative Assemblies. She is available to participate, yet she wonders if the participant to 
this Steering committee should be a member per state or a member per Region. By the way, she is 
convinced that it would be better not to leave this project out of the CALRE programme.   
 
     Pagano asks Paolo Pietrangelo, Director of the Secretary of 
the Conference of Italian Regional Legislative and Autonomous Provinces’ Assemblies, to clarify 
this point.  
     Pietrangelo explains that this proposal stems from the practice 
followed by many States, which are currently passing laws establishing Regions’ involvement in 
the initial phase of EU legislation, in order to guarantee the respect of the principle of subsidiarity.  
The Coordination won’t represent a new body, but a body working within CALRE that could meet 
once a year at the Committee of the Regions. Should this proposal be politically accepted, a 
technical coordination could be arranged. The aim is strengthening the role of CALRE and allowing 
its parallel structures to ensure continuity between CALRE Presidencies.  
 
     Willi Stächele, President of the legislative Assembly of Baden 
Baden-Württemberg, states that it is important to know what Brussels is doing, in order to follow its 
activities of regional interest with more attention. It is necessary to enhance national Parliaments 
awareness so that they could take into account regional perspectives in the initial phase of EU 
legislation.  
 
     Rosemary Butler, President of the legislative Assembly of 
Wales, agrees with the proposal, but wonders how it could be financed.   
 
     Pietrangelo states that the Committee of the Regions has 
already informally shown its availability to sustain the costs, as it has some resources for 
subsidiarity. Therefore, the CoR unit “subsidiarity” could be interested in supporting this initiative.  
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     President Pagano proposes to approve the initiative, but 
underlines that the Committee of the Regions has to show its availability to sustain its costs. During 
the next Standing Committee, he will inform the participants on the issue.  
 
     As there are no objections, the point of the operative agenda is 
approved.  
     President Pagano communicates that the President Antonio 
Angel Castro Cordobez was available to host the next Standing Committee in Santa Cruz de 
Tenerife. He has been re-elected and so his availability to host the next Standing Committee is 
confirmed.  
He informs that the President of the Assembly of European Regions, Ms. Sabban, is carrying on a 
capacity building activity in Tunisia to favour women’s participation in the next elections and that 
Pescara will host the President of Albany. It is a country with which Italy signed many agreements 
aiming at limiting illegal immigration after the end of the cold war. These agreements could 
represent an example for the future immigration policies.  
In conclusion, he expresses his satisfaction for the works of the Standing committee and thanks 
President Noguera for her hospitality.   
 
        President Noguera underlines that Santiago de Compostela 
deserves to be known. Like Rome and Jerusalem, it has a particular meaning for European history 
that cannot be forgotten.  
 
 

The meeting ends at 13:30.  
 
 
 

         The President of  CALRE 
        Nazario Pagano 

             (President of Abruzzo Regional Council ) 
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